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Outline (*shortened)

• Background

• Policies *

• Subsidies vs taxes
• Input vs output subsidies (wind)

• The costs (?) of solar? 
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State of renewables in the US

2
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Global Power Mix

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/report/electricity.php
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Source: BNEF

US lags most in % renewables



Costs have come down a lot over time
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Unsubsidized costs cheaper than new conventional; 

not quite marginal existing

7Source: Lazard

https://www.lazard.com/perspective/levelized-cost-of-energy-and-levelized-cost-of-storage-2020/


Some policy questions

• How effective has policy been and 

encouraging adoption? 

• How much of this cost decline was 

caused by policy? 
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History of US climate policy

1970s: Federal energy efficiency policy targets appliances, autos 

and buildings

- initially motivated by energy price spikes (OPEC), but 

main motivation today is climate change

1992: Senate approves U.N. Framework Convention on Climate 

Change

- Renewable energy production tax credit (PTC) added to 

1992 Energy Policy Act (by Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-IA))

1997: Senate pre-empts Kyoto Protocol (Byrd-Hagel) 

- Clinton admin negotiates anyways

- Bush admin formally declares non-entry

2003-2007: Several bipartisan bills in the Senate

- notable McCain-Lieberman cap-and-trade bill

- Congress mandates emissions reporting (GHGRP) 
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US climate policy under Obama admin

2009: American Clean Energy and Security Act (aka “Waxman-

Markey”) narrowly passes House

- set cap on total US emissions 2012-2050

- Senate fails to pass a related measure

2014: Clean Power Plan proposed

- Obama admin decided to use executive authority

- Note: Some feel this action was required by 

Massachusetts vs EPA (2007), where SC ruled EPA 

required to regulate CO2 under the Clean Air Act

2016: Obama admin pledges US action in Paris, with CPP as the 

centerpiece

Much of this halted, reversed under the Trump administration
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Trump Reversed Course on Most Fronts
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- Clean Power Plan Scrapped 

- New CAFÉ standards suspended

- US formally exited Paris Agreement



Subnational initiatives pushed forward
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Key climate provisions in the Inflation 

Reduction Act?
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What are the key climate provisions in the 

Inflation Reduction Act?



Some econ questions about subsidies

• How cost effective has policy been?  

• Was policy well designed or wasteful?

• Subsidies vs taxes

• How to design subsidies 
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How to promote renewable energy?

• Best policy would be to place a price on 

emissions equal to their social cost. 

• Few countries do this.

• Instead, many countries prefer to subsidize 

clean energy

• Many countries around the world use feed-in tariffs

• US has federal tax credits (going back to 1992)

• How do these “second best” policies compare?

• Is it just as good to subsidize renewables as it is 

to tax coal?
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Thinking about the efficient outcome

• Over half of our electricity production comes 

from fossil fuels 

• These generators emit carbon-dioxide. And, in 

most states, there is no fee associated with 

these emissions. 

• Relative to the socially efficient levels, do you 

think US electricity prices are too high or too 

low? 

• What about consumption? Are we consuming 

too much or too little electricity?
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Taxes vs subsidies 
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• Two sources of electricity, 

renewable (R), and dirty 

(D)

• Horizontal sum to get the 

aggregate supply curve

• This intersects with 

downward sloping 

demand to determine price 

P

• Which in turn determines 

how much each 

technology produces
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How does a tax on carbon affect energy 

consumption? 
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• Now imagine we tax coal 

at it’s social cost. 

• This shifts it’s supply 

curve up

• This shifts the aggregate 

supply curve out

• Which gives us new prices 

and quantities

• Higher MC reduces 

coal supply

• The higher price 

increases renewable 

supply

• But total consumption 

declines

• Note this raises tax 

revenue = q’D * tax
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What if we try to achieve the same outcome by 

subsidizing renewables? 
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• Let’s pick a subsidy that 

gives the same q’R at the 

old price

• This shifts the aggregate 

supply curve down

• So total quantity Q must 

go up (people use more 

energy)

• Which in turn means that 

coal supply is higher than 

with the tax (but still 

lower than the baseline)

• Note that unlike the tax, 

we also have to spend 

subsidy cost q’R * subsidy

• Opposite of the 

double dividend
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Taxes vs subsidies summary

• Market failure due to coal externality

• When we internalize this externality, we use less 

coal. Some coal users switch to substitutes

• Politically, it is appealing to try to just jump to this 

outcome by subsidizing clean energy

• But this actually subsidizes energy  (with no 

corresponding externality justification)

• Coal consumption will go down, but will still be 

above the social optimum

• Plus we have to raise tax revenue to pay for the 

subsidy. This has DWL 
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30

Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda
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Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda
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Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda



Empirical change: Subsidy is selected 

(naïve comparison biased)
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Empirical change: Subsidy is selected 

(naïve comparison biased)
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Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda
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Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda
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Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda
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Biden administration looks set to pick up 

Obama agenda



Many plants located in same state 

(state policy is captured with state FEs)
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Very few plants look “marginal” to the subsidy
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With few marginal plants, 1603 Grant cost 

more and generated less wind power
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What if we switched investment subsidies?
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How renewable portfolio standards work

• An RPS is a mandate that a certain share (s) of 

electricity come from renewable sources

• An RPS of 20% mandates that R/(R+D)=s=.2

• Where R = renewable; D = dirty generation

• Operationally:

• Every time a renewable plant generates power it 

creates a credit (called a “REC”)

• Every time a dirty plant generates power it has to 

procure s/(1-s) RECs at price Z

• Where Z floats to clear the market
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How renewable portfolio standards work

51

• E is the price of electricity

• Without policy, quantity of 

renewable energy would be  RM

• State policy mandates R >= RRPS

• To achieve goal, polluters pay permit 

price Z

• What happens if renewable technology 

improves, and costs come down? 

• If the RPS remains unchanged, the 

price Z will drop, by the quantity of 

renewables will remain unchanged.

• If costs continue to decline, so that R_rps

is profitable without the subsidy, then the 

permit price goes to zero. 

• This is how you can tell if an RPS is 

“binding” or not 
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How much do these RPS policies cost?
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States adopted RPS at different times
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Empirical strategy
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Net increase in renewables 

(much smaller than gross statute)
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Increase in retail prices
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Find electricity prices are ~ 11% higher seven years 

after RPS passage
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RPS policies reduce CO2, but at a cost that 

probably exceeds the social cost of carbon
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How do these state policies interact with 

federal subsidies? 

• Federal production tax credit pays wind farms 

$23/MWh 

• Almost a 50% increase in revenue

• Solar plants have 30% of their investment costs 

paid for by the federal investment tax credit.

• These policies are very expensive 

• Recent PTC extension scored at about $5 billion

• Are they doing any good? 
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How do federal renewable subsidies affect RPS states?
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• A federal subsidy reduces the marginal 

cost of renewable energy by h

• If MC – h intersects E to the left of RRPS , 

the state policy still binds

• Subsidy has no impact on the 

quantity of renewables in the state

• Only effect is to lower the permit price Z  

that polluters have to pay 

• So this is like a subsidy from federal 

taxpayers to polluters
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(Current) REC prices suggest PTC 

marginal in some markets
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What about “green” electricity packages?
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This was a VERY controversial paper

• Some critics complained about the estimation strategy or the 

data used

• But many argued that the exercise was fundamentally flawed. 

• The authors estimated the impact of RPS policy on current 

renewable costs and emissions. What might this be missing? 
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https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/steo/report/electricity.php


Learning-by-doing

• Is surely happening. Has been documented in shipbuilding, 

airplanes, auto assembly plants. 

• But, does that mean it should be subsidized? 
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Backup
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Primary constraints now are about 

integration with the grid
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Wind is highly variable
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Solar more predictable (but not perfect); inherent 

variability though.
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